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Y2000 and the UK Software and Computing Industry
The 1997 Holway Report devotes just one of its 1700

pages to the Y2000 problem but has received a

disprOportionate amount of
press coverage. We quoted

Flobin Guenier☂s (Head of the

UK Government☂s TaskForce

2000) estimate that to adjust
computer systems properly
could cost £31 billion and involve
300,000 IT staff.

.We, on the other hand, have
never undertaken any user-

based research into the
problem. We approached the
problem from a supply

viewpoint. We have been sizing
the UK IT market for 10 years
now and our figures are taken

as gospel by most. Our
projections show that the
average annual UK IT spend in
the three years to Y2000 is 235.5
billion p.a. v broken down as
shown in the pie chart. But:
1) much of the budget hasto be
spent in running and keeping

running existing operational

systems. Hardware

maintenance, operating
software licences, data comms

charges, value-added services
etc. has to be spent regardless

of the Y2000 and will be no help
in solving the problem.
2) spend on hardware is largely
unconnected with the Y2000

problem.
3) we feel sure that an increasing

amount will be spent on tools to
assist the conversion (see Micro

Focus' current success) and that

some of the spend on application
products will be replacement
systems specifically to overcome
Y2000 problems. But software

product spend is a fairly minor
part of the overall spend..as we

have said on many occasions!
. 4) this leaves the areas of IT

spend which are people♥related;
from internal lT personnel to
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Corporate UK will spend about £35.5b p.a.
on IT in each It the years 1997 - 1999

But only £20b p.a. of this
could possibly of be of any use
to solving the Y2000 problem

 

Assuming a max. of 25%
was allocated to the problem,

that's £5b p.a. or a max. of £15b In total
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external IT consultancy, bespoke development, application
management, systems integration and even FM/

outsourcing. Here again the
majority of spend will be on the
operational issues of the moment
- keeping today's systems

running, updating for budget tax
changes etc. At the highest end
of our estimates, we suggest that

people-related spend on Y2000
will rise from c10% in 1997 to
c50% in 1999 - i.e. an average

of around 25% p.a. It is worth
pointing out that even at these
levels, almost all new

development within our industry
would come to a halt as staff
work just on operational issues

and the Y2000. Blunt/y, an
unlikely scenario.
Which all adds up to a maximum

total of £10 billion external SCSI
spend plus the equivalent of a
further 25 billion relating to
internal IT staff. Honestly, It is
Impossible to spend more

than that.
But that doesn't mean that
Guenier is wrong. Indeed there
are many who think that Guenier
has underestimated the
resources required.
80 why don't we just recruit
100,000 new IT personnel? Of
course, everyone realises that's
impossible. Indeed, not only are
there not that many people
even suitable for such anIT

career, but the length of training
etc. means that even acting
now would have little effect in
the timescale required.
We talked this problem through
with Geoff Unwin, COO of
Europe's largest SCSI
company - Cap Gemini. He
likened the current situation to
arriving without a booking at
Heathrow for a flight. All the
economy tickets are already

Continued on page two
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continued from page 1

sold. Business Class only...that's why fee rates are
escalating by 20%+ at present. Soon it will be First Class
only and, after that, however much money you have, you
will not get a seat. There are no additional aircraft and
clearly we haven☂t the time to build any new ones. Telling
people to report to Heathrow for non existent flights is a
recipe for panic and potential disaster.
Robin Guenier has written to us on many occasions saying
"you have a duty to help...Peop/e simply don☂t believe
the problem is real. They are sure [am exaggerating. Your
report is being used (arguably unfairly) to support that
View". We faxed him the draft of this article and he was
then also pretty upset with the aircraft analogy. ☜..it is
dangerous - simplistic and therefore misleading and ...could
be damaging☝. "You argue that it is better to allow those
who understand what is going on to quietly board the plane
and take off - keeping the rest in the dark about it in case
they vent their frustration by messing up the plans of the
privileged few".
Even if Guenier does not agree with the analogy he did
make the valid point that "a disaster on the ground would
quickly affect those who made it into the air - where are
they going to land assuming that air traffic control is still
operating 7"

Consequences for the UK SCSI companies
Strong demand for your services is not always good for
the bottom line.
- there are already major staff shortages - perhaps 50,000
extra IT staff are required. But recruiting inexperienced
staff will not solve the problems in the timescale.
- even though order books may mount it, as Logica found
(see page 11), you can☂t get the staff, you can't earn the
revenue.
- staff wage and contractor rates will rise significantly.
Maybe 20% in 1997 and more in 1998. Don☁t forget, you
will have to pay these rates to you existing staff as well as
those you poach from your competitors.
- this will increase staff ☜churn☝...now running at over 20%.
- many outsourcing companies with long term contracts
with prices linked to the RPI will be hard hit . Others (see
recent MMT report) will find it difficult to pass these
increases on to clients.
Bluntly we think that profits (rather than revenue) might be
quite badly hit in certain SCSI companies.

So what should we do?
We also faxed the draft of this article to Geoff Unwin. Unwin

wanted us to point out that there were steps which could
still be taken to mitigate the consequences. "Productivity
MUST increase dramatically. There are very few project
managers who really understand this problem and their
skills must be maximised. There is no reason why their

skills should not be utilised across several companies. We
must ☜train the trainers"☝.
We agree. We also agree with Guenier that we must
"determine priorities. . cancel matters oflesser importance".

For our part we would advocate further investments in tools
to assist the problem. We would also advocate ☜loyalty
bonuses"to staff who stay the course.
And how about getting those 50/60 year old COBOL
programmers out of retirement and back on the job?
We have been heavily criticised for merely pointing out
that, correctly, all the seats on flights are now booked. It is
now up to our industry to provide users with some other
mode of transport.
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Lshares ended June'97 on-esp. ☂ .-

aKALAMAZOO
COMPUTER GROUP

Kalamazoo - ☜the European leading supplier ofspecialist
computer solutions to the retail motor trade" - has really
had an awful 1997. They had to pay £2.1m in an out-of-
court settlement with their franchisees. Then they issued
a profits warning in April due to "falsifying of management
accounts☝in its Tetra division. Profits were then expected
to remain static in FY97 at 026m.

Then on 3rd June it was announced that Kalamazoo was
"in discussions which may or may not lead to an offer .
being made for the company". It later emerged that the
suitor was Lynx but they then pulled out due to ☜slow
progress" and also citing the Kalamazoo Trust
shareholding problem.

The 50 year old Trust holds 40% of total shares on behalf
of the employees; both past and present. Investigations
are proceeding (and have done so for around a year so
far) as to whether these shares are actually available for
sale. Evidently the position is still unclear.
This collection of bad news has caused havoc to the share

price which ended June on 78p - far away from its 141 p

high in Aug 94.

Proteus international - - V _ ., v- . . . . ,
Protects (like .OrfiniMadia p11) is an ☁ her company that
has just reported tosses (at £8.8m): . _ .- " _: .
Mar. 97 greater than revenues (nee halved☁at just»
£573K)t Anyway Chairman David Citation say he☁ has
☜every reason to be con dent about the future☝. And did
you know that Proteus has a vaccine that is a ☜"s'ate
alternative☝ to the surgical castration each year of 20m
dogs and cats. Who says thatcomputihg is'bodngi ,
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New floats...
There has been a flurry of new issues in the last month.

Indeed the last quarter

has seen five new UK

ssues. The incoming

Labour Govt. has been

greeted with a feel-good

factor which has seen UK

successes at cricket,

football and even the

Eurovision Song

Contest...and a record

numbers of new issues.

But could it all just be

companies heeding ☜Olde

Hoiway☁s" warnings that

prices have reached their

peak and will never be

this high again? Certainly,

as you will see in our
share price review, our

SCSI Index continues to
plunge with another 3%
fall this month - that's 6%
in 02.

Anyway, the companies
making hay before the
rapidly dimming sun is eclipsed by the storm clouds of

uncertainty are:-

Royalblue Group
As previewed in our May and June editions, Royalblue
successfully completed their main market float on the 3rd

June. A total of c6.8m shares were placed at 170p raising

a net £5.2m. That☂s a P/E of 37 - about par nowadays. At

this price, and taking into account shares that will come

onto the market over the next four years from options, this

means a valuation of Royalblue of £56.2m. However at

the placing price, the company is valued at a lower£46.7m.

. CEO John Hamer commented "We are delighted by the

response we have received from institutions... We look
forward to being able to continue to develop the business
both geographically and organically". At the same time as

the placing, Royalblue announced its biggest orderto date

with a "significant" deal with BZW.
The shares did well in the month, rising 22% to end on
208p. We have now added them to our Index.

AIT
Established in 1986, AIT Group, is a UK company
specialising in systems for retail financial services
organisations with customers like Bristol & West and the
Halifax. They have come to the market via a placing 018m
shares at 150p. The valuation at the flotation price is
£30.4m with a P/E of 025. The placing raised only a net
22m, with most of the money going to directors and
employees.
The prospectus gives AIT☂s revenue for the year to 31st
Mar. 97 at £10.7m with a PET of £1 .55m. The shares ended
June on 151p, that's up very slightly on the flotation price.
SBS
Old established SBS Group, a specialist IT recruitment

agency, has raised £1.2m with an AIM float. They placed
1.52m shares (or 21.5% of the enlarged share capital) at

July 1997
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100p. At this price the company is valued at 27m.
In the year to 31st. Aug. 96, SBS had revenues up 14% at

£15.2m, with OP up 29%
at £584K. But PBT
actually fell 63% to just
£126K after exceptionals

on property disposals of
£72K combined with
compensation to a

former director of £31 9K.
In its seven month
interims to and Mar. 97,
revenue was up 13% at

£10.1m with PAT up 53%
at £268K. The FY97
accounts should

therefore show a much
improved position -
assuming, of course,

that they have not been
snapped up by amuch
larger competitor in the
same field! IT agencies
are the current favourites
for consolidation so SBS

might make an attractive

target
The shares have been added to our index after rising 13%
to 113p at the end of June.

with HTEC to follow
HTEC develops software and hardware for loyalty card
promotions and is scheduled to come to the London
market with a full listing during July. The placing is
expected to value HTEC at up to £22m, and will raise

c£10m, of which 27m will be used to redeem preference
shares and the balance for capital expenditure. The eleven
strong management team will receive over £1.5m but will
still hold 051% of the shares. The rest is held by VCs 3i.

and Gresham Trust (who also own 78% of the preference

shares).

But not Akhter Group
Akhter Group produces PC hardware (its best selling
product is its removable disc drives) and also provides

associated services, maintenance, consultancy and
training mainly to the education and public sector. Akhter
employs 300+ and made 26m PBT on revenues of £36m
in 1996 » a quite exceptional 15%+ margin. Akhter had
intended to float in early July with an anticipated value of
£60m. However, on 26th June they pulled the float awaiting

"an improvement in sentiment☝ towards the sector. For

further explanation see page 8.
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Internet Technology - losses as eXpected
Are theta any Internet companies making a profit? True
to form, lnternet Technology has declared results for
the six months to 30th Apr. 97 showing losses up from
£1 m to £1.2m on revenue up from £360K to £1.1m. Yes
losses exceed revenue! l☁i☂G now ctaim to be the UK☂s
third largest Internet Service Provider...not that impressive
given ourwell known views on tSPs.
CEO Laurence Blackall is ocking forwardwith excitement
to the second hall of the year which promises sustained
growth in both our business and consumer markets☝. No
mention of profits though.
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Rebus - hit by demerger costs; y . ,
Rebus Group was part of CE Heath untiiéits ☜demerger☂fz,

Rebus Group plc
Revenue and PET Record
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underwriting systems), Sceptre (payroll), Saffron» 60%
owned (housing management systems) and its two latest
subsidiaries Media Broadcast Systems :and Mobile
Phone Directory. ☁ V V '
At the headline level, revenues forthe yearto Gist March
1997 rose 11% to £66.4m, PBT went up 195% to £53m
with EPS up 1300%. But it☂s not quite that good! Firstly, if

acquired in Oct. 96 for £11.75m plus up io☁lzzook more
on pro ts. Rebus raised £12.75m in a placing at 65p to
tund the purchase. In both years, Rebus has also had
exceptional costs (mainly to do with the demerger and
the Datasure incentive scheme). If these are excluded
from both 96 and 97, PST actually fell 6% to £6.1m.

The strongest performance seems to have come☁trom
the Human Resources area ♥ in particular Peterborough
Software - which boosted revenues by10% and operating.
profit by 26%. Saffron, albeit still quite small, also ☜enjoyed

a very good year☝. We remain highly sceptical over the
new media (no sales yet) and mobile phone directory (held
up by Oftel) operations. ☁

Rebus Group- Revenue by Division

 

Peterborough Software

Sceptre Computer Sewices

Rebus Insurance Systems

Hebus Computer Services

Saffron Computer Services

Intra-roul cost and investment

 

Commenting on these results Chairman Harold Cottam
said "It has been a successful year for Fiebus... the strong
performance of our core businesses has been important
in a year in which Rebus incurred a one-off increase in
costs of £1.1m as a result of moving to pic status... We
now have a platform for pro table future growth".

We remain perplexed as to why Rebus has had such a
poor market reception. After reaching a high of 116p in
May 96. the shares at the end of June stood at just 65p.
That's a 26% discount to the spin out price and a PIE of

Ljust 14:.   

"in Aprit 1996 when☂it was. launChed on'thev☁VLondon'mainv
market atBBp, givi ng☂a☂ Valuation otz §mgThe3gmup isj
better imam by its subsidiaries; Peterborough so were

(HR systems), Datasure (insurance'brokingand'

the EPG acquisition revenue of £2.8m is excluded, than
continuing business only roseby a lower 6%. EPGVwas☁

It really does look as if EDS☂ growth in
the UK market is unstoppable. Not
content with a near 50% increase in UK
SCSI revenues to £765m in 1996, more

new outsourcing contracts seem to b
announced daily.

The one that really caught our eye this
month was the 8 year/$500m deal with Digital ☜to assume
responsibility for the customer administration function at
DEC☂s Multivendor Customer Services" unit (i.e.
maintenance). This account will be managed out of the
EDS London office. 800 DEC staff will transfer - 400 of
these in Europe.

But where does this leave DEC UK's own outsourcing
activity? After all we would be surprised if IBM or lCL
outsourced such an activity!

The response from DEC☂s Chris Stone (an ex-EDS
manager) was very interesting. Ironically DEC UK has won
outsourcing contracts with GM (EDS☂ ex-parent) recently
as well as new deals with Amex and Kelloggs. We got the
impression that DEC would not be interested in this
☜business process" type of contract and that, anyway, the
margins were pretty slirn.
Readers know of our concern about the profit margins a
these larger contracts. Certainly, EDS☂ margins have been
slipping and will continue to do so as their GM business

EDS

' becomes more competitively priced. Conversely the
highest margins are achieved by the likes of Capita, ITnet.
Sema etc. which have tended to concentrate on the smaller
deals.
EDS buys Citymax
EDS is also close to concluding its purchase of Citymax
Integrated Information Systems. a subsidiary of Credit
Suisse First Boston. Citymax will be known to many of
our readers. It was formed from the IT department of

Buckmaster & Moore in 1985. B&M was subsequently
bought by Credit Suisse in 1987 and the remaining Citymax

stake was purchased in 1993. Apart from their lead position
in the CREST systems market, we were fascinated by their
software factory in Cairo. Citymax has revenues in excess
of £20m and over 300 staff worldwide. Unfortunately no
terms were available.

When bids for similar work ranged from £125m (CSC) to
£146m (EDS/Sema) then we can but agree with the

National Audit Office that the £45m bid from Andersen
Consulting represents "striking/y good value" for the
taxpayer.

This is the case in the recent Nl recording system contract
from the Contributions Agency . "Essentially what we did
was put a value on all that and took a £100m cut on our
bid on the basis that it will provide future business☝
according to Ian Whatmore of Andersen.

 

   

 

avier - maiden resu s
Xavier Computer Group came onto the AIM market in
July 1996 at too. It is a reasonably new operation being
put together by acquisitions - the most notable being
Bleasdale and CSL.

In the year to 31 st Mar. 97, revenue was £8.96m with a
PET of £582K. Comparisions with previous figures are,
quite frankly, meaningless. ☜Business levels and margins
in all three divisions are in line with budget☝. Hardly wildly
optimistic. The shares ended June on 10p - unchanged  from the original issue price.

4 July 1997

AndAndersenjust ☜buys☝ outsourcing business .
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Hutchinson Smith ☜one of the UK☂s top IT resourcing
companies" and #6 in our rankings of IT agencies, has
acquired Redfern Consultancy for an undisclosed sum.
Redfern☁s activities include providing consultancy to police
forces throughout the UK. The latest filed financial accounts
for Redfern as at 31 st Dec. 95 show revenue of £1 .7m and
a PBT of £193K.
Eidos has increased its £8.7m investment in Opticom of
Norway to c15%. Oracle has bought BP☂s ISP oil production
software.Calidore Group has announced that it intends

to buy an unnamed software company "that operates in
the UK, Australia and New Zealand".
Diagonal has acquired Sequelogic for what appears to
be a rather low £2.15m. Sequelogic provides specialised
services in support of Oracle products and made £242K
PBT on revenue of £8.6m in 1996. _
US Manugistics has acquired Synchronized

Manufacturing for an undisclosed sum. SM are
consultants on constraint-based planning. Admiral has
acquired healthcare consultancy Thor Strix for £20K.
Rolfe & Nolan has acquired Hudson Consulting Ltd for
£261K. Lorien has acquired The Professional
Development Network (PDN) (consultancy, development
and training) for up to 22m (21m now - £1 m in 18 months).
PDN made rev. of £1.5m and PET of £122K to 31 st Dec.
97. "Profits after adjustment for shareholder remuneration,
were about £410 ☝.
Delphi☂s lnterskill operation has acquired Software AG☂s
Computer Based training activities. "Revenues from
lnterskill CBTare expected to exceed 23m in 1997".
Microgen has acquired the Transactional Business
Services Division of Kenrick & Jefferson for £6.15m -
£3.9m cash now. ESOOK lease obligation + £1 .75m deferred
for 12 months. TBS, which provides printing outsourcing
services, had revenues of 26.1 m and "made a small loss☝

 

in 1996.

 

MDIS - shares suspended sfter warning
On 1st July, as we went to press, McDonnell IS (MDIS)

shares were suspended. Earlier in June MDIS issued its

fifth profits warning since it floated three years ago in Mar.
94 at 260p. Not surprisingly, the share price crashed to
24p at the end of June. That☂s a 91% discount on the new
issue price and down another 32% in the month.

MDIS warns of "very substantial losses" for the year to
31 st Dec. 96 because of being ☜saddled With delivering on
old software development contracts☝. As brokers had
expected losses of c£12m, it will now obviously be a lot
more! Close Brothers has been appointed as new financial
advisers and charged with putting together a refinancing
plan "as a matter of urgency" and this will be announced
"within the next few weeks☝.
But CEO John Klein had earliertold us that he still expected
the 1997 results to show a breakeven situation as ☜full
provision should be made in the 1996 accounts" and "no
more disposals".
At the same time as the profits warning. MDIS announced
a JV (64% MDIS) with Fujitsu (36%) over its CHESS
business in the US. Fujitsu will contribute $25m ($10m
deferred) with the option to increase its stake in 1999 to

51%. CHESS had rev. of £16.9m and OP of £3.2m in 96.
Comment. MDIS has wreaked havoc on the reputation of
the whole UK SCSI sector. The best solution is still that
MDIS gets taken over...the sooner the better in our view.

July 1997  

Financial Objects - launches its ☜Porsche☝
In the Sept. 96 issue of System House, we wrote an article
on Financial Objects plc. a new company set up by
Roger Foster (of ACT fame) and Jess Dorrell (formerACT
marketing director). At the time, we said that Foster was
more than capable of giving Misys a run fortheir money
in the banking and financial services software market ♥
especially after the acquisition by F0 of Ibis for c£4m.
We do not normally comment on product launches but
were struck by Foster's statement (as reported in
Computergram,61h June) that his vision of his latest venture

with F0 was "more of a Porsche than a General Motors☝.
The company has now released applications costing
0240K each. We await with great interest the first set of
financial statements for Financial Objects for the period
ending 31st. Dec. 97.

 

     

 

researchtaci tyin☂cm dge' their rsrours. , e
the US. , , es-ispoisedto make a ☜porsona!☝
and the investment is estimated at £50mover'aiiive year
period. About 40 research: Staff are expected Within'three'.
years. Microsoftalso plansto invest ☁a further £10m☜
small hi♥tech.:startups. ☂V ' ' ' '3 a:
We have nothing'against the supportcentres which most;
US companies establish in the UK. . But an» MS
development centre will act as a magnet'forcthac A
☜cluster" wiltdevelop,☁ jusftike you seein'seattle'or, before.
that,.in Palo Alto. This will dispense With'ttie'iastirentaintng

relocation reasonf- Wayne have to be» Where .theiother
developers are☝. The other deVelopers will now'tiock☂to
Cambridge too. The ☜knock-on☜ effectle be substantial,
To be lair,- Mtcrosott has always highly valued-its UK
scientists and, programmers. A UK base will allow the
company to work with Europeans without falling fowl at
US immigration ruies☁. ☁ . . . ☂ ☁ ' i .
Microsoft shouldn't have-any problemsattracting.
personnel quite the reverse. But this could highlight the
present skills shortage andcontinue to drive up staff rates

and 300+ newjobs in Belfast , .
Having been to Belfast on☂several cooas☂ionsin an effort
to help them attract'more inward investment, we 'ware'
equally delighted to leam'that Information Management
Resources of Florida is planning a new development
centre in Belfast. This is its first centre outside the US.
apart from India. ☂

The centre will provide an estimated 311 gobs over the
next three years and will providea much needed boostto
NI as a software development centre tor both local and
international firms.

GE Capital buys three
GE Capital IT Solutions, the world☂s largest PC dealer,
has purchased UK dealer Systems International (1996
sales c£43m) for an undisclosed sum. They also bought
Austrian dealer Management Data. As far as the UK is
concerned, GE with a potential run rate of c£120m, will be
in 7th or 8th place in the dealer rankings ~ but well behind
the #1 Computacenter. GE intends to expand further in 3/
6 months time in Europe (it is already #1 in Germany) with
the purchase of Austrian Computer Services. (Source ~ PC
Europa).

      System House _
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worst performer not

Highams was a new float
on AIM at 72p in Dec. 96.

svsremsssnvrcescnoup They specialise in the
provision of consultants and development resources to
the financial services sector.
Results for the year to 31st Mar. 97 were pretty much in

line with expectations at the time of the float. Although
revenues were up 24% at £16.4m, PBT (largely as
anticipated at the time of the float) was static at £879K as
was EPS.

It was actually a rather upbeat statement. The number of
contractors out with clients was up 39% and ☜the market
for all our services is strong and this is predicted to
continue for the next three years a! least☝ said John
Higham (quoting Holway forecasts).

 

Coda... "Back on track?"
Let's face it our reporting of Coda over the years has been
pretty misleading. Everytime we write "Codaback in profit☝,

they issue another profits waming. So please bear this in
mind when you read the following...
Coda has announced a return to proiit (albeit just £60K)
in the six months to 30th Apr. 97. This compares with a
loss of £3.7m last time. Revenues were up 31% at £20m
with open client/servervrelated revenues up 79% to
£12.8m. Indeed overall licence revenues - always a good
pointerto aproducts company☂s futdre performance - Were
up a massive 53%. But Coda still makes 56% of it
revenues from support and services. '

US revenues were up46% (at 26m) although the UK (up
32% at £8.2m) was no slowcoach either.

CEO Robert Brown told us "Coda is back on track to
produce consistentprofits ". Anyway, Coda shares were

up 9% at 145p this month on the news     

Kewill seems to be doing well...again
Kewill Systems has announced revenues up 18% at
£41.3m (although £4m of this was from the acquisitions of
Process Computing and Meadowhouse). PBT, however,
was up 22.5% at £7.4m - a rather tasty 18% margin - and
EPS was up 20%.

The blip on the chart below was caused by the acquisition
of Weigang in Germany. Indeed, the German CAD
operation is still causing trading problems for Kewill. This
was not helped by the strength of Sterling either.

Kewlll Systems plc
PET and EPS Record

Relatlve to 1985

   m. an my I... m. m. m. m. um m- a» um um

Elsewhere. Mantacturing Systems (the bedrock of Kewill)
seems to have done particularly well in the US and the
newly formed Warehouse Management Systems ☜enjoyed
record trading results☝.

As readers know, Andy Roberts (ex-Data Sciences) joined
as a NED in April. We had expected him to take over from
Chairman Kevin Overstall, but we now have our doubts.
Kewill shares have been one of the better performers. They

ended June 96 on 451 p but had increased by 43% to end
June 97 on 646p.
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  SCSI Index
FI'SE loo 4604.60

  Another bad month for SCSI stocks (see half term review on p8)

Although Phonelink (up 53%) and On Demand (up 25%)
did well. they were both recovering from previous falls. indeed
On Demand is still 66% lower than at the start of the year.
However, newcomer Royalblue rose 22% in its first month
and is now on a P/E of 52! Micro Focus also put on 19% and
is the year's best performing share.

Omnimedia fell 50% (p11) and attained the distiction of
becoming the first SCSI stock valued at <£1m. Superscape

sank by another 38% and MDIS had already fallen by 32%

before their shares were suspended.

PSR Share price Shore price capitalisation capitalisation
Share Price capitalisation Historic Ratio CSI Index % move '/ move move (Em) move (2m)
30/6/97 2 30/6/97 Em PIE Ce Re 30/8/97 since 30/5/97 1997 since 30/5/97 In 1997

    

 

  
   Month (30/5/97 - 30/6/97)
From 15m Apr 89
From 181 Jan 90
From 151 Jan 91
From ist Jan 92
From rst Jan 93
From 151 .Ian 94
From 151 Jan 95
From 151 Jan 96
From 15t Jen 97

     

      
  

     

 

        
  

    

    

  
  

   

  
    

  
   
  
  
   
   
  
  
    

   

   

   

   
  
  
   
    
   

   

    

   

    
   

    
   
   
   
       
    

   
   
    
    
    
  
    
    

   

   
   
     
   
    
  
    

    
   
  
      
   
   
  
     

 

   
   
  
   
    
    

     
   
  

 

     
  

    
    
   
  
   
   

   

 

  

  

  

     

 

    

     

    
   
   
     

      

      

    

       

       

         
     

      

      

       
       

      

       

      

        

       

       

      

   

     
     

      
   

    
  

 

    

   

     

       

     

      
       

      

    

 

  
  
  

  

  

 

  
  
    

  
   
  
  
   
   
  

   
   

   

   
   
   
  
  
   
    
   

   

    

   

    
   

    
   
   
   
   
    
    
   
     
   
   
     
   
   

   
    

   
   
     
   
    
   
   

  
  
   
   
   
  

   
   
  
      

   
   
   

   

   
   

    
    
  
    
    
    

    
   
   
  
   

 

  

 

  
  
    

  
   
  
  
   
   
  

   
   

   

   

   

   
  
  
   
    
   

   

    

   

    
   

    
   
   
   
   
    
    
  
     
   
   
     
   
   

   
    

   
   
     
   
    
   
   

  
  

   
   
   
  

   
   
  
      

   
   
   

   

  

  

    

  
    

  
   
  

 

  
   

 

  
  

  

  

  

  

  
  
  
  
  
  

   
  
  

   
  
  
   
     

   
   
    
  
  
    
   
   

  
    

   
   
     
   
    
   
   

  
  

   
  
   

 

  
  
  
  

  

  
  
  

  

  
  

   
   

   

 

  
   

  

   

  

 

  

 

  
  
    

  
   
  

 

  
   

 

  
  

  

  

  
   

  
  
   
  
  
   

   
  
  

   
  
  
   
  
   
   
   
    
  
  
    
   
   

  
    

   
   
     
   
    
   
   

    
   
   
     
   
  
  
  

  

  
  
  

  

  
  

   
   

   

 

   
    
  
  

 

   

  
   

  

   
   

     

      
   

   

 

  
   

  

    

   

 

    

  

     

  

     

   

   

  

   

  

 

   

   

  

    

  
   
  
  
  
   
  

   
   

   

   

   

   
  
  
   
    
   

   

    

   

    
   

    
   
   
   
   
    
    
   
     
   
  
     
   
   

   
    

   
   
     
   
    
   
   

  
  
   
   
   
  
   
   
  
   

  

   
   
  

   

   
   

    
    
  
   
   
    

    
   
   
  
   

   
    
    
   
   
    
    

    
   
   
  
   

    

  

Admire] £3.99 £252.20m 41.04% 9.32% ♥E31 .30m
AFA Systems £1.23 £12.20m 4.26% -12.19% £0.40m

£1.51 £30.50m 0.33%» 0.33% £0.10m
£0.35 £81 .80m -26.60°/e -5.48°/e -£29.60m
£5.55 £197.00m -7.88% -2.20% -£16.90m

Cedcantre £2.20 £36.50m -4.35% 43.89% -£1 .70m
Capite £2.36 £440.10m 21216.22 -11.63% 45.37% -£51.30m
Cederdeta £0.70 £22.20m 656.87 -22.85% -72.00% -£8.50m
CFS £1.03 £7.58rn 1138.89 0.00% 22.75% £0.00m
Chemical Deslgn £1 .80 £1 1 .70m 1 636.36 ♥7.69% 24.1 4% -£1 .00!☜
Clinical Computlng £0.40 £9.91m 318.55 1 1.27% 31.67% £1.00m
075 £13.13 £841.30m 4525.86 6.71% 53.25°/e £52.90m
Code £1.45 £40.20m 614.89 9.06% 34.42% £3.40rn
Compel £2.18 £56.00m 1724.00 -8.49°/e 22.10% -£5.20m
Comlnu £1.45 £15.90m 1111.54 1.40% 11.15% £0.20!☜
CRT Group £2.40 2339.1 0m 2661 .11 -1 .64% -4.20% ♥£3.70m
DCS Group £2.23 £45.30m 3708.33 -28.80% 47.59% -£17.50m
Delphi Group £7.50 £216.00r☁n 3086.42 -6.54% 2.39% ~£15.10m
Diagonal £3.35 £62.00m 1218.18 43.58% 21.82%: -£10.00m
Division Group £0.51 £22.20m 1262.50 18.82% -8.18% £3.50m
DRS Date 8: Research £0.29 £9.92m 263.64 -6.45% 18.37% -£0.68m
Druid £3.95 £90.50m 1436.36 -5.95% 16.18% -£5.70m
EDP £0.69 £17.90m 2097.37 6.20% -0.72% £1.00m
Eidos £7.35 £124.20m 7350.00 41.71% 1.73% -£16.50rn
Fl Group £5.22 £155.00m 2221.28 -4.22% -8.18% -£6.90m
Fiomerlcs £1.40 £3.64rn 1076.92 -6.67% -34.88% ♥£0.26m
Gresham Compullng £0.47 £15.20m 500.00 ~21.19% -11 .43% -£4.10m
Harvey Nash £1.88 £52.30m 1071.43 -7.41% 7.14% -£4.20m
Highems Systems £1.25 £1 1.1 0'☜ 1736.1 1 -3.85% -6.42% -£0.50m

INSTEM £1.50 £7.43m 1580.00 -9.71% 8.97% -£0.82m

Intelligent Environments £0.80 £17.90m 851.05 10.34% 23.08% £1.70!☜
JBA Holdings £8.75 £305.40") 5468.75 -7.89% 65.09% -£26.20m

Kalamazoo £0.78 £22.60m 2214.29 9.93% >27.91% £2.00"!

Kawlll £6.45 £82.00m 2553.36 1.73% 23.40% £1.40m

Logice £6.93 £442.50m 1897.26 49.62% -24.81% ~£108.00m

London Bridge £3.24 £76.00!" 1617.50 -1.97"/e $1 15% -£1.50n☂l

Lorien 532☁ £55.30m 3235.00 -1 0.76% -3.72% -£S.70m

Lynx Holdings £0.95 £97.90m 2375.00 44.80% 9.83% -£17.10m

M-R Group 50-99 £55.00m 390.87 12.57% 15.88% £8.20"!
Mecro4 £3.60 £70.90m 1451.61 40.00% >26.53% 427.90"!
MAID £1.80 £148.7Dm 1450.00 -16.49% -20.84% ~£29.30m
McDonnell ls (MDIS) £0.24 £24.50☝! 90.38 -31 38% -28.79% »£1 1 .80"!

Micro Focus £18.13 £279.10m 8756.04 18.85% 86.86% £45.80m
Microgen 21-63 £64.30m 694.44 -5.80% 8.33% -£4.00m

Mlcrovitec £0.18 £12.20m 378.05 -21.52% -45.61°/e -£3.30m
Mlsys £13.63 £1,179.00m 3389.30 -0.91% 22.03% -£10.00m
MMT Computing £4.90 £58.30m 2516.67 ~4.48% 44.19% -£2.70m
Mondas £0.70 £4.24m 926.67 1 1.20% ~18.779☜: £0.43"!

Moorepey 53.1 5 £33.40m 5315.94 -8.03☜/u 57.50% ~£2.90m

M55 lntemetlonel £3.88 £78.70m 2039.47 -Q.36% 4.59% -£8.10m
OmniMedle £0.03 £0.74m 40.00 -50.00% -58.42% -£0.74m
On Demand 20.1 5 俉8.27m 1 92.31 25.00% -66.67% £1 .SSm
oxford Molecular £2.84 £201 .40m 3550.00 ~22.72°/a >20.22% -£55.10m
Farlty £4.98 £212.90m 27638.79 40.84% 12.43% «225.90m
Pegasus £2.90 £20.30m 790.1 9 >1 0.77% -22.46% -£2.50m
Persona £3.88 £91.10m 2298.88 v9.59% 18.93% -£9.7Dm
Phonellnk £0.58 £27.80m 370.97 53.33% -5.74°/e £9.70m
Proteus £0.47 £25.80!" 553.57 2.20% 24.00% £0.70"!
Quality Software £2.25 俉29.20m 592.1 1 «6.25% 1 0.29% $2.00!?!
Radius £0.46 £12.70!☜ 329.71 47.27% '27.78% -£2.70n☂l
Raga £0.04 £9.75m 1 53.85 -27.27°/- -85.22☜/n -£3.85m
Real Time Control £2.50 £17.50m 5102.04 10.13% 7.53% £1.60rn
Hebus £0.65 £60.10!☜ 738.64 -1 52% 40.34% -£0.90m
Recognition Systems £0.45 £12.20m 642.86 4.10% -23.08% -£0.10m
Riva £0.28 £0.55m 199.00 14.29% 19.15% £1.08n☂l
RN! £8.08 £143.70m 4814.29 0.94% 30.24% £1.30m
Rollo A Nolan £3.68 £45.30m 4375.00 -5.10% 1 .38% -£2.50m
Homtec £0.85 £4.39m 1 352.00 1 3.42% 4.97% £0.52m

Royalblue Technologies £2.08 £68.50m 1 220.59 22.06% 22.06% £21 .80rn

Sage Group £6.80 £712.90m 25365.38 0.89% 24.43% £8.80m

Sanderson Electronics £0.93 £42.60": 1582.98 -22.18% «38.00% ~212.10m
585 Group £1.13 £7.99m 1125.00 12.50% 12.50% £0.94m
Same Group £12.33 £1,373.00m 3875.79 -2.38% 13.59% -£33.00m

Sherwood £2.79 £24.00m 2320.83 8.10% 42.52% £1.40m

Sklllsgroup £1.97 £159.60"! 881.17 -1 2.28% 26.77% -£22.30m

Spargo Consulting £1.10 £13.80rn 1 157.89 -1 3.04% -24.40% »£2.00m

Stettware £2.59 £30.00m 1 148.89 2.38% « .3991: £0.70!☜
Superecape £0.75 £6.80m 378.79 (57.50% -81 .13% -£4.00m
Systems Integrated £0.09 £1.1 4m 73.91 -5.56% -51 .43% -£0.07n☂l

£0.31 £3.05r☁n 575.47 1.87% 5.1 7% £0.05"!
£0.61 £8.60m 488.00 -6.15% 74.29% -£O.58m
£2.04 £51 .30m 1507.41 -2.40% -2.86% ♥£1.20m

Vega Group £2.80 £43.10m 2295.08 -4.27% 4.57% -£1.90m
Xewer £0.10 £5.36m . 1025.00 2.50% -6.82% £0.13m
Zero £2.50 £25.70m 72.6 2974.38 4.59% 0.00% -£O.10m

 

Netn. csl Index set at 1000 on tsih April 1939. Any new entrants to the Slod< Exchange are allocated an index or 1000 based on the issue price. The cst index is not weighted: e orange In the
share price at the largest company has the same effect as a similar change tor the smallest company.
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Cedardata disappointsas expected:
cederdata was formed; back in 198.

   

a FY971PBT 01☁£5.4rn. :
indeed their.pertormance record meant☂they were in☂great danger ofb☁eing in. be
chance of that now however. in Feb. '97 they issued .a profits wamingvandi☁theshare
biggestfalls on record -' down from a highof 262p to. well under 100;). , I
Results torthe year to 31 st Mat. 97_'showed.revenue from continuing'oper
accountthe Teleconnect revenue of £73m (acquired☁Nov. 96 the What V ☁

Cedardata plc

Revenue I PET

 

£8.9m

  

Vazr ending Slst March

licences☝ (down 41%) with the rest from recurring services.l.eon issue, V
active prospects at the halfyear were not-obnvert'ed into.
business during the period and delayed a timely
adjustment in the cost base of Cedardata Software. lam,
however, pleased to report that our costs have nowbeen
significantly reduced and our maintenance revenues
continue to increase". Another company saved by its
services revenues! V V
Cedardata is ☜confident of the prospects for Teleconnect v
in its high growth markets☝. We will see.
Cedardata fell a further23% this month
105p new issue price. ☁

  

. that☂s a massive 72% fallthis' ear

  

 

   3?☁etat,105pin:Mac
be they eretoreca n

 

CEDARDATA

Software products and service

- Licences

- Consultancy & training

0 Maintenance

Bureau Services

Other

 

V V .,faipayrollnprocesslng bureau☁but has since developeden Oracle based?"
commerciatjandtinancial accounting Suite called cfacs.>They,we☁re anew is '
and, onlyas recently as June 96'. broker'sGre'ig Middleton had shifted menses at-180

  

debis severs links with Cap Gemini
The news this month that Daimler'Benz (via its debis

Systemhaus operation) is to end its relationship with Cap
Gemini and, obviously therefore not exercise its option to
buy a controlling stake, is pretty significant. debis (1996
rev. = DM2284m) and Cap Gemini (1996 rev. = FFr12.8b)
had combined rev. of $4.4b and ranked as the world☂s only
European-owned Top Ten IT services company.

debis will sell its 24.4% stake in Cap♥Gemini. CGlP, which

already has a 20% holding, has "first refuse/"but will have
to make a full bid if their shareholding exceeds 33%.
Cap Gemini will, in turn, sell its 19.6% stake in debis.

The consequences of this are quite significant. By
agreement Cap Gemini was limited in its expansion plans

in Germany and the US. It now needs to plug these new
gaps by some significant acquisitions. In turn, debis
"intends to increase revenues from overseas tho 33% of

total IT revenues by 2000, compared with the current level
of 12%". Source - Financial Times 27th June 97.

Indeed it was this competition which seems to have caused
the relationship to break. debis purchased GSI in 1996

☜which we (Cap Gemini) vigorous/y opposed and in 1997

is a candidate to buy Dutch Ploccade ♥ which we oppose
just as rigoroust "- Source < Serge Kampt in Le Monde 27th June
1997.
So will Cap-Gemini go-acquiring? Or will they become a
target themselves. As they say, we live ininteresting times.

1 0

  

Another Phoenix at Wakebourne
Wakeboune appointed the receivers on 23rd May (see

last month☂s System House) but
(surprise, surprise) a new company,

Enterprise Network Group led by
Frank Emerson (ex CEO) and Mark
Luscombe has undertaken an M50 of

☜the principal core business☝. Yet

another case of the phoenix rising
from the ashes. No price is given but they have the
backing of ☜substantial private investment funding" (mainly
Business Systems Consultants who are OWned by an
☜original founder of the Wakebourne business in 1984☝).
Our views on the ☜Phoenix Scenario"are well known.
We think it should be made legally impossible for any ex-
director to become a director of, or hold shares in, any
part of his previous company sold by the receivers until
creditors have been paid in full. Surely this is a good time
for the new government to bring in legislation to change
this highly dubious practice..so benefiting creditors and
making company directors go that ☜extra mile" in trying to
save their business.

Sherwood» alliance with Detours at. Touche ; ' I. *
Sherwood has'announced☁ a stratagicA . with
Deloiue at Touche- in the US.§Ttie U313☝ ,its 2700 are
companies, is potentially the largestsingtema ettorsh☁erwood☂s
products. including AMARTA (lite ajridpa☁nsionsvsolution).
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Shares hit hard by ~☜mircr☂n
profit warning , H . .

' Logica☂s shares have dived this
month as☁ a result of a really rather mild profits warning.

e are now all led to expect ,PBTof c£28m forthe year to
30th June 97 ratherthan 229%). Le. down about 6%.
As shown in the chart this means that Logica has fallen
from a high of 1067p earlierthis year to just 693p - writing
over £230m off their market value in the process.

Logica Share price in 1996/1997

.. ..,.. _. .. .. .. .. _. ..1.☁.,..1..1..,..,

High of 1067p in mid-March

CEO Martin Read blamed the strength of sterling.
particularly since'the Axime acquisition means that c50%

of revenues come from outside the UK. and difficulties in
recruiting extra staff.- Logica☂s headcountin the UK is
below plan resulting in slowness in convening order intake
into revenue. That's even more galling as the order bank
is up 20%. Logica,Says it hopes to recruit 350 graduates
this year...but everyone is chasing the same candidates
and salaries are rocketing. Logica also admits that staff
turnover has increased from 11% to 17% in the period.
Head told us that he was not particularty concerned about
passing staft cost increases onto customers - unlike

MMT's Mike Tilbrook who cited this in his profits warning,

But there was some good news from Logica, with the
announcement of an AM contract worth inexcess of £14m
over 7 years to support the Polaris insUrance system.
Comment ~ MMT and Logica have shown that demand
outstripping supply is not always good news. We do think,

however, that the Logica price ☜crash☝ was a bit overdone
although others contend that Logioa was grossly
overvalued at 1067p. Either way. theforecast downward

"correction" in the sector is now upon us. (See page 8)

  

Comino - exceeds expectations
Comino, a specialised software applications group in the
areas of social housing, fashion and clothing, pension fund

management and local authorities, was floated on AIM at
130p in April 1997 valuing them at £14.35m. (see last
month's System House)
Comino has announced revenues of £7.8m and PET of
£1.4m to 31st Mar. 97. No valid comparisons can really
be made.

Chairman Mike Brooke said that the company ☜is now

turning its attention to acquisitions" no doubt using the

cash held of nearly £1.9m at the year end together with

the further £1.5m net from the flotation.

Comino shares ended June on 145p v that☂s a rise of 12%

since the launch.
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Azlan shares suspended
On 13th June Azlan☂s shares were suspended at 555p
☜in the light of certain unresolved accounting issues which
will have a material effect on the results".
FD Adrian Lamb has resigned from the board but will
continue to work with the new FD, Peter Bertram, ☜to assist
in the resolution of the accounting issues☝.
Azlan put in a new computer system which seems to have
caused a multitude of problems which, for some unknown

reason, only came to light during the end of year audit.
For example they didn't reclaim market kickback funds in
the allotted time. It also looks as if the system used the
wrong exchange rate in its French operations. What makes
matters even worse is that no one can give an estimate of
the size of the hole.

We have been a long term backerofAzlan. We particularly
liked theirAkam purchase in Nov. 96 which caused such
displeasure amongst City folk.

But this latest event is appalling. Azlan even issued an

announcement as recently as April saying that PBT to

31st Mar. 97 would be "in line with expectations"and the
shares rose to over 600p (close to the ill fated 630p rights
issue price).

On top of that, Azlan☁s board are trusted veterans in
running computer companies. They even have Cap
Gemini☂s Tony Robinson as an NED and Barrie Morgans
(ex IBM UK MD) joined as an NED only last month. If you
can☁t trust a board like this to oversee a new system, who

can you trust?

'There are a lot of people who will never invest in Azlan

again"the Investor☂s Chronicle reported one City analyst.
Bluntly, as one of their greatest fans, we would now need

a lot of persuading too.

 

K...

It's only'a game? I
OmniMedia -.To say☁that we have always bee
concerned about OmniMedia (interactive multimedia
software and content) is an understatement. You may
remember that they were aspinout fromCatlhaven (which
went broke). , -
OmniMedia joined AlM in mid.1995 at 64p. ln mid-1996
they had a 55p rights issue. Afewmonths Iaterthey issued
a mega profits warning. Wethen eXpectedamm loss...the
shares crashed to 12p.
This month OmniMedla announced a loss for 1996 of a
startling £2.3m (1995 toss = £1.68m), Revenues
quadrupled.....to just £1 m. This month the shares fell to
just 3p valuing Omnimedia at just £740K.
Footnote ~ What would you think that "comprehensive
restructuring exercise" really meant? Now☁we know.
☁DmniMedr☁a☂s staff headcount has been reduced to only
four employees other than the directors☝.
Is it any wonderthatAIM has such a bad name?

Rage - But computergames is a very highrisk business.

Rage bought Software Creations for £9.75m in 199.4. This
month it sold it back to its management for first £800K.

Gremlins - Expanding Gremlin Interactive will go for
a full listing in July. A valuation of bemoan £45/55m is
expected with a placing of 25% of its shares. Last year
Gremlin made pro ts of £2.81m on rev. of £11.3m.
Comment - Maybe we should stop including computer
games companies. lt was just that it was one marketwhere
the UK led the world. But it is now so volatile - no♥one
seems to make profits two years in a row.

System House
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People news and comments from AGMs
What do they say.."to lose one CEO is unfortunate, to
lose two is...☝. In April 96 we reported that Ray Spence

had left DCS Group after ☁irreooncilable differences within
the board☝. Now the ☜blunt☝ Bob Williams has resigned
as CEO "to take time to pursue other interests☝. Williams
got the job as he was a major shareholder in CSI acquired
in 1995 which at that time was performing well. Robert
Arrowsmith has been appointed COO and Robin Lodge
exec. Chairman.

The market did not like the news with an immediate fall of
30p in the share price. And they continued to tail to end
June on 223p, a drop of 29% in the month.
Congratulations to Peter Rigby, of Specialist Computer
Holdings fame, who has won the Natwest/Sunday☁l'lmes
Business Enterprise Award for 1997.
Also congratulations to Russ Nathan (Romtec) for his
CBE for his work in the local TECS and to Geoff Squire
of lCL/Oracle/OpenvisionNeritas for his OBE in the
Queen☂s Birthday Honours.

Micro Focus☂ CEO, Marcelo Gumucio has evidently

made a profit of almost £900K after cashing in options on

74,500 shares at between 605p and 653p and selling at

£18.45p. According to the latest R&A we have, he still

has 0660K options left after being granted 725K in FY96.

Top Ten UK SCSI performers
Computer Sciences has increased its UK revenues by
35% from c£323m in the year to 31st Mar. 96 to £437m
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in 1997. if that isn't enough, the forecast for FY98 is another 37% increase to £600m.

One of the other UK Top Ten SCSI suppliers - Oracle - has announced rev. up 35% at $5.7b but EMEA revenues were
up a more modest 20%. We will bring you the UK rev. as soon as we learn them!
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